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INTRODUCTION
"Be not illtimidated... nor stiffer yourselves to be wheedled out ofyour liberties by any
pretense ofpoliteness, delicacy, or decency. These, as they are often used, are but three
different names for hypocrisy, chicanery ami cowardice."
--John Adams (1765)

September 11, 2001 was tmly a historical day, not only for the United States, but
also for all nations of the world. The tetTorist attacks of that day dramatically changed
the concept of domestic security in the United States. As in times of crisis before, civil
liberties have become a target. Therein begins a balancing act between civil liberties and
national security. The Bush Administration has shown in the time passed since the
attack, that the balance is more one-sided: security measures above anything else. Just
six weeks after the September 11th terrorist attack, Congress passed the Uniting and
Strengthening America by Providing Appropriate Tools Required to Intercept and
Obshuct TetTorism Act of 2001, better known as the USA PATRIOT Act, Pub. L. No.
107-56, 115 Stat. 272.
Essentially, the PATRIOT Act was passed because the Act seemed to ensure the
domestic security measures considered necessary during this time of chaos. The USA
PATRIOT Act originated as an earlier bill in the House, as H.R.2975 , and in the Senate,
as S.151 0. The establishment of secret courts and mass deportations were focal points of
earlier bills sponsored by President Bill Clinton in 1994 and 1996, which the PATRIOT
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Act appears to support and even expand upon.

Although hurriedly passed through

legislation in 2001, many Democrats and Republicans have now shown reservations
towards the Act and its implementation by both Attor11ey General Alberto Gonzales
("Attorney General," 2005) and former Attorney General John Ashcroft (Dauenhauer,
2003).
The USA PATRIOT Act has allowed the federal goverrunent to expand its powers
in the name of national security. The PATRIOT Act was enacted in order "to deter and
punish terrorist acts in the United States and around the world, [and] to enhance law
enforcement investigatory tools ... " (2001). The act expands the crime of "domestic
terrorism" but leaves too broad of an interpretation.

The result of the ambiguous

definition not only allows for the detention of many non-citizens, but if abused could lead
to the detention of American citizens as well, while denying them their fundamental
constitutional rights. Additionally, the Act's expanded surveillance powers pose many
questions about whether actions taken by the government are lawful and, again, invite the
possibility of abuse of power. At the same time, questions arise concerning where the
line between one's own privacy begins and the extent to where the government's new
powers end.
Unfortunately, many people have ignored, or have not been informed about the
"new" balance between civil liberties and national security. Many reasons can be given
such as: people feel threatened and want to feel safe, or the lax role the media has taken
on covering the PATRIOT Act.
communicated.

Information concerning the Act needs to be

The Bush Administration has used the USA PATRIOT Act as a shield

to lobby for many laws that have nothing to do with terrorism. Many of these laws were
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written before the attacks and were pushed through during this vulnerable time. New
provisions of the Act lack the fundamental system of checks and balances and permit a
unilateral executive branch. Additionally, many procedures lack congressional approval.
The reality of the situation becomes exactly what the Founders of our Constitution were
so against: a government without checks and balances. Although we might "feel" safer,
are we really?

Or, are we actually more vulnerable for another attack?

A report

presented by the Commission on Intelligence Capabilities of the United States Regarding
Weapons of Mass Destruction asserts, "the United States still knows ' disturbingly little'
about the weapons programs and intentions of many of its ' most dangerous adversaries"'
("Report: Iraq," 2005).
Since Congress enacted the USA PATRIOT Act and other Jaws, the Bush
Administration has produced a more time-consuming process than before September 11.
Instead of working to fix the problems that government departments had before the
attack, the Administration has bombarded those departments with additional rules,
regulations, and procedures. Unfortunately, this has not fixed the problems that led to the
attacks, but instead has made federal employees' jobs more difficult. The PATRIOT Act
becomes a defective patch to a monstrous leak.
Provisions included in the USA PATRIOT Act are as follows:
•

Section 802 provides a new definition of " domestic tenorism" which "involves
acts dangerous to human life that are a violation of the criminal laws of the United
States or of any State [that] appear to be intended to intimidate or coerce a civilian
population; to influence the policy of a government by intimidation or coercion;
or to affect the conduct of a government by mass destruction, assassination, or
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kidnapping and occur within the territorial jurisdiction of the United States" (Pub.
1. No. 107 - 56, 115 Stat. 272 at p.l 35).

•

Section 412 allows "the Attomey General shall take into custody any alien
who ... the Attorney General has reasonable grounds to believe that the alien is
engaged in any ... activity that endangers the national security of the United
States" (Pub. L. No. 107 - 56, 115 Stat. 272 at p. 104).

•

Section 412, additionally, allows "an alien detained ... [to] be detained for
additional periods of up to six months only if the release of the alien will threaten
the national security of the United States or the safety of the community or any
person" (Pub. L. No. 107 -56, 115 Stat. 272 at p. 104).

•

Sections 201 and 202 give "authority to intercept wire, oral, and electronic
communications relating to [both] tenorism [and] computer fraud and abuse
offenses" (Pub. L. No. 107- 56, 115 Stat. 272 at p.13).

•

Section 213 gives the "authority for delaying notice of the execution of a
warrant. . .if the court finds reasonable cause to believe that providing immediate
notification of the execution of the wanant may have an adverse result; [or] ... the
warrant provides for the giving of such notice within a reasonable period of its
execution, which period may thereafter be extended by the court. .. " (Pub. L. No.
107 - 56, 115 Stat. 272 at p. 23).

•

Section 507 allows for the collection of "education records in the possession of
the educational agency or institution that are relevant to an authorized
investigation or prosecution of an offense .. . " (Pub. L. No. 107 - 56, 115 Stat. 272
at p.124).
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•

Section 207 expands government's power to conduct physical searches and
wiretaps up to " 120 days" with "extensions ... not to exceed a year" (Pub. L. No.
107 -56, 115 Stat. 272 at p. 18).

•

Section 215 amends FISA by allowing "the director of the Federal Bureau of
Investigation .. . [to] make an application for an order requiring the production of
any tangible things (including books, records, papers, documents, and other items)
for an investigation to protect against international tenorism or clandestine
intelligence activities" (Pub. L. No. 107- 56, 115 Stat. 272 at p. 25).

These provisions, along with many others not cited above, violate many of our
constitutional rights as American citizens and international law governing non-citizens.
Over and over again various Amendments are sacrificed in the name of security. For
example, the Sixth Amendment guarantees in all criminal prosecutions that the accused
"shall enjoy the right to a speedy and public trial" (U.S. Constitution).

However,

detainees are being held for an indefmite period of time without access to lawyers.
Although most detainees are non-citizens, the question of what rights can be affordedeither under U.S. constitutional law or intemational law- cannot be answered due to the
fact that these detainees have not been charged with any crimes. Even though many
Americans are unaware of the new broad powers given to the govemment through the
PATRIOT Act, many non-govetnrnental agencies are taking a fighting step in protecting
our civillibetiies.
The American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) has been at the forefront of
protesting the Act and at informing the general population of its details. Other NGOs
protesting the Act include: the Human Rights Watch (HRW); the Libertarian National
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Committee (LNC); the National Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers (NACDL); the
Friends Committee on National Legislation (FCNL); and Amnesty International. These
groups have made it their mission to protect the fundamental rights of both American
citizens and non-citizens. They have lobbied Congress into taking more action to conect
the bill and reduce its potential for abuse of power.
Nevettheless, the Department of Justice throws full support behind the PATRIOT
Act. The Department created a website to justify and educate citizens about the Act's
provisions:
The Patriot Act has played a key part - and often the leading role - in a number of
successful operations to protect innocent Americans from the deadly plans of
tenorists dedicated to destroying America and our way of life, ... while Congress
provided for only modest, incremental changes in the law. Congress simply took
existing legal principles and retrofitted them to preserve the lives and liberty of
the American people from the challenges posed by a global tenorist network
(Department of Justice Web Site).

The USA PATRIOT Act is a behind-the-scenes legislation in which, although
Americans do not feel directly affected by it everyday, is still there. Many Americans do
not raise concerns about the Act because they feel it prevents terrorists from further
attacking and if one is not a tenorist, why should he be bothered? The reality is,
however, American citi zens have been stripped of their rights and the Act will only
continue to deteriorate our constitutional rights until more people become involved.
Citizens, such as Abdullah al Muhajir and Yaser Esam Hamdi have been refused their
right to due process. The principle of due process ensures that "no person shall. .. be
deprived of life, liberty, or propetty, without due process of law" (U.S. Constitution).
Whether these men are guilty of being involved with tenotism, they still deserve to
challenge the accusations brought against them. Nevertheless, the Bush Administration
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feels that denying the rights of a few citizens out of many is the most secure plan of
. n But when will it stop? Unfortunately, although some court rulings have been
act10 .
'

promising, the bombardment of legal proceedings has caused the idea of justice not to be
concrete enough.
The USA PATRIOT Act contains a sunset provi sion, which is set to exp1re
various provisions concerning surveillance on December 31, 2005. Since the Act grants
the government such an increased level of surveillance, a sunset provision is critical to
evaluate the efficiency of the legislation. Some of the provisions not covered by the
sunset provision include the following: the expansion of pen register/trap and trace
authority to the Internet; authority to share grand jury information; authority for delaying
notice of the execution of a warrant; and expansion of jurisdictional authority of search
warrants for terrorism investigations. Nevertheless, those provisions that are subject to
sunset may become permanent, if Congress proposes to do so. On February

ih, 2003 the

Center for Public Integrity posted the full-text of the Domestic Secmity Enhancement Act
of 2003; better know as the USA PATRIOT Act II. This proposed legislation further
cripples the civil liberties of both citizens and immigrants.

It substantially weakens

checks and balances on surveillance, wiretapping, and detentions of immigrants already
eroded in the USA PATRIOT Act. Additionally, it aims to silent political dissidents by
even going as far as stripping one of American citizenship.
Since the implementation of the USA PATRIOT Act, the government has been
placing national security interests above those of civil liberties. The objective of tlli s
research is to better understand the provisions and implications of the USA PATRIOT
Act.

PART 1:

Civil Liberties in Crisis: A Historical Recount
"Tite accumulation of all powers, legislative, executive, and judiciary,
in the same hands, whether of one, a few, or many ...
may justly be pronounced the very definition of tyranny"
--James Madison (1788)

The Framers based the Constitution on values associated with a democratic
society. Their aim was to create a limited government in which the civil libe1iies of the
people would be protected. Thus, the Framers set-up a system of checks and balances in
the form of three branches composing the government: the executive, the legislative, and
the judiciary. The executive, or president, is responsible for implementing laws; the
legislative, or Congress, is responsible for the creation of laws; and the judiciary, or
Supreme Court, is responsible for the administration of justice.
Additionally, the Framers wrote the Bill of Rights, the first ten amendments to the
Constitution, which detailed the protection of rights of United States citizens. The First
Amendment guarantees the right of free expression, which includes freedom of assembly,
press, religion, and freedom of speech (U.S. Constitution). The Fomih, Fifth, and Sixth
Amendments ensure the legal rights of the accused, while the Eighth Amendment
protects against "cruel and unusual punishments" (id). Nevertheless, in times of crisis,
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. .
t of these fundamental rights given to us vis-a-vis the Bill of Rights becomes
mfiingemen

the primary target of attack.
Many of the same violations of civil liberties of the past are those we are seeing
today with the enactment ofthe USA PATRIOT Act. It is during times of crises and war
that laws in violation of civil liberties are passed, and the same is seen now during the
aftennath of the attacks on September 11, 2001. Civil liberty violations are cyclical in
nature and the only way to eliminate them is through learning from past mistakes.

A. Alien and Sedition Acts of 1798
In the midst of an undeclared naval war between France and the United States, a
Federalist controlled Congress ratified the Alien Act and the Sedition Act ( 1798) in order
to prevent the Republican Party from advancing to power. The Alien Act gave the
President the power to imprison or deport aliens suspected of activities posing a threat to
the national government. The Sedition Act gave the government the power to imprison
and/or fine those who slandered the government by "writing, printing, uttering or
publishing any false, scandalous and malicious writing or writings against the
government of the United States" (1798). These acts nullified the rights given under the
First Amendment.

B. Civil War: Suspension of Habeas Corpus and Ex Parte Milligan
On April 27, 1861 President Abraham Lincoln suspended the writ of habeas
corpus in order to set up military courts to punish those in the Union who supported the
Confederate cause.

In 1864, Lambdin Milligan along with four other person(s) was

accused of conspi ring to steal Union weapons and invade Union prisoner-of-war camps.
They were sentenced to hang by a military court. Their execution, however, was not
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scheduled until May 1864, meaning that they were able to extend the argument until after
the Civil

war. The Supreme Court decided in Ex Parte Milligan, 71 U.S . 2 (1866) that the

suspension of habeas corpus was unconstitutional. Their reasoning was that as long as
civilian courts were still in commission, it was prohibited to suspend habeas corpus and
hold a trial in a military court.

C. World War 1: Espionage Act of 1917
As concerns about internal dissenters and sympathizers of both Germans and
Russians rose during the First World War, the administration of President Woodrow
Wilson passed the Espionage Act of 1917.

The Act made it a punishable crime to

"wilfully cause or incite insubordination, di sloyalty, mutiny, or refusal of duty, in the
military, or [to] wilfully utter, print, write, or publish any disloyal, profane, scunilous, or
abusive language about the form of government of the United States" (Espionage Act,
1918). Specifically, the provisions of the Act could only be implemented "when the
United States is at war" (id). Socialist leader and founder of the Industrial Workers of the
World, Eugene Debs, was sentenced under the Act for delivering an "antiwar speech" in
Canton, Ohio (Chang, 2002).

After serving almost three years in prison, Debs was

released by President Warren Harding. Nevertheless, countless others, including many
Ge1man Americans, were imprisoned for voicing dissatisfaction with the government.

D. WWII: The Detainment of Persons of Japanese Ancestry
After the attacks on Pearl Harbor on December 7, 1941 , President Franklin D.
Roosevelt issued the Civilian Exclusion Order No. 34, which directed that after May 9,
1942, all persons of Japanese ancestry should be excluded from the area of San Leandro,
California (id). Although, this order was not met with much disapproval, the significance
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was extraordinary.

Over two-thirds of 100,000 Japanese Americans detained were

American citizens (Leone, 2003). Many ofthose in the camps were detained on the basis
of possibly conspiring with the Japanese government. In 1944, the U.S. Supreme Court
upheld the constitutionality of Civilian Exclusion Order No. 34 in Korematsu v. United
States, 323 U.S. 214. Fred Korematsu, an American citizen of Japanese ancestry refused
the required relocation under the Order. Justice Black delivered the opinion of the Court:
"[Korematsu] was excluded because we are at war with the Japanese Empire, because
they decided that the military urgency of the situation demanded that all citizens of
Japanese ancestry be segregated, and finally, because Congress, reposing its confidence
in this time of war in our military leaders -- as inevitably it must -- determined that they
should have the power to do just this. There was evidence of disloyalty on the part of
some, the military authorities considered that the need for action was great, and time was
short. We cannot say that at that time these actions were unjustified" (id).

E. The Cold War: Communism in the 1940's and 1950's
Throughout the Cold War, fear of communist subversion gripped many
Americans. As with other times of distress, Americans looked to their government for
solitude, but instead found blatant attacks on civil liberties in the name of national
security.

One example was the House Un-American Activities Committee (HUAC),

which was established under congressman Martin Dies in 1937 (Moynihan, 1998). The
intentions of this Committee were to investigate communist-linked organizations and
political groups. Many times, however, the investigations lead to false or misleading
reports about those invo lved with communism. Additionally, the Subversive Activities
Control Board (SACB) issued an order in 1950 requiring a "Communist Party to register
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......

with the Attorney General as a 'Communist-action organization' (Gunther & Sullivan,
ZOO I, p.l 004). The Supreme Court upheld the Subversive Activities Control Act of 1950

in Communist Partv v. SACB, 367 U.S. 1 (1961). Nevertheless, in 1967 the Supreme
Court held that it was unconstitutional to deny employment based on membership of the
Communist Party because it violated the First Amendment in the case United States v.
Robel, 389 U.S. 258.

F. FBI's COINTELPRO 1960's -1970's
Domestic terrorism was seen in the 1960's and 1970's with COINTELPRO
(Melanson, 2001).

COINTELPRO stood for the FBI's domestic "counterintelligence

programs" and was aimed to reduce the effect of political nonconformists. The program
originated in the FBI's plans to extinguish hostile foreign intelligence services. However,
this operation was carried out against American domestic political nonconformists.
"Counterintelligence" refers to actions taken to defuse enemy agents, but went beyond
the boundaries of investigative measures. With the implementation of this program, FBI
agents were given extensive surveillance powers.

Agents were allowed and even

supported in "pursuing leads and hunches" by just "showing their badge and asking
employers and teachers whether an individual had been seen with communists" or
defamed the government (Schulhofer, 2002, p. 60). During the year 1972, the bureau
opened 65,000 new domestic intelligence files (id).
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PART II:
Repeating History: The USA PATRIOT Act

urerrorism does not justify the neglect of accepted legal norms. This is how we
distinguish ourselves from the terrorists themselves. They act against the law, by
violating ami trampling it, while in its war against terrorism, a democratic state acts
within the framework of tlze law and according to the law. "
--Aharon Barak (2002)

The USA PATRIOT Act has empowered the government in such ways as to
change the entire configuration of civil liberties in America. As already seen, times of
crises and war produce atrocities to the foundation of civil liberties. The USA P ATRJOT
Act proves no different. As the PATRIOT Act was hurriedly passed, many provisions
were overlooked and only now have the consequences become apparent.

The Bush

Administration has proclaimed a "war on tenorism." But what exactly does the "war on
tenorism" mean: an abstract war in which those suspect of any terrorist activity are
imprisoned and their fundamental libetiies are violated? The use of the word "abstract"
should not be confused as meaning a war with no significance. Rather, the term takes on
the implication that the govemment is using national security measures in a domestic
context.
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Americans have never experienced a war such as the present one. The Cold War
.

JS CO

mparable but although there was a constant fear of attack, the intensity of this fear
'

was not as it is now because U.S. soil was not the actual battleground (Leone, 2003).
What, therefore, is considered terrorist activity? The Act provides a definition for the
crime of "domestic tetrorism," but this definition is ambiguous and allows for too broad
of an interpretation.
Moreover, the Act allows for the detention of non-citizens but denies them
fundamental rights of due process under international and federal law.

Many non-

citizens are detained on accotmt of being only suspected to be involved in tenorist
activity. Under the PATRIOT Act, one is guilty until proven innocent, and not vice
versa.
Furthermore, there is the case of Guantanamo Bay. There, hundreds of detainees
are held incommunicado and given no rights specified under international and American
governmental law. Besides being denied habeus corpus, the issue of whether the United
States even has jurisdiction over detainees being held there has also been presented.
These prisoners were captured in more than 40 nations, although the Guantanamo prison
was initially established to hold only persons from Afghanistan and Pakistan ("Court to
decide," 2003).

Nevertheless, the most troubling cases are those of the American

citizens, such as Yaser Esam Hamdi, who were stripped of all basic rights under our
Constitution and held under the label of an "enemy combatant." (Refer to Hamdi v.
Rumsfeld, 124 S. Ct. 2633, 159 L. Ed. 2d 578 (2004) for more information).

A. Definition of "Domestic Terrorism"
The PATRIOT Act defines the term domestic terrorism as
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[A]ctivities that involve acts dangerous to human life that are in violation of the
criminal laws of the United States or of any State; appear to be intended to
intimidate or coerce a civilian population; to influence the policy of a government
by intimidation or coercion; or to affect the conduct of a government by mass
destruction, assassination, or kidnapping (Sec. 802, 2001).

This broad definition allows for too much interpretation on the patt of law enforcement
officials. Does this mean that civil liberties groups will be considered in violation of
"domestic terrorism" because they spread "propaganda" which might "intimidate or
coerce a civilian population" for their cause? Or what about lobbyists: could their actions
be taken as attempting to "influence the policy of government by intimidation?" The
consequence of having a definition, which encompasses so many levels of activity, is
bound to create an enormous impact on civil liberties. The probl em with this definition
becomes a matter of abuse of investigatory power in which, for example, peacepromoting groups can be targeted. At a more extreme level, the definition could be
construed as attempting to silence those in opposition to the government.

B. Detention of Non-citizens
In the months following September 11 attacks on the World Trade Centers and
the Pentagon, there was a sweeping detention of over 1,200 foreign nationals (Amnesty
International, 2002). Although the PATRIOT Act specifically condemns acts of violence
or prejudice against persons of Arab or South Asian descent (Sec. 102, 2001 ), most of
those detained after September 11th were of these origins (Amnesty Jntemational, 2002).
The bases for the detentions were minor immigration chmges or other criminal offences;
none of the arrests were found directly related to the attacks (id). There has been much
secrecy sunounding these detentions, however. Names and locations of those detained
have not been released to the public for reasons of "national security." Families were
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frantic-a husband or son suddenly disappeared-and the govemment refused to disclose
if it was even holding the person. Those cleared of any terrorist involvement or minor
immigration offenses were, in some cases, still kept in custody for extended periods of
time. As of this writing, there are still persons being held, more than three years after the
attacks.

Secrecy is not the only complication in the scenario, though.

Along with

keeping the identities of those detained secret, denial of due process becomes an
important factor.

Additionally, the government has ordered closed hearings in many

cases, restricted the detainees ' rights to access of counsel, and has permitted the
monitoring of the once privileged attorney-client conversations.
Denial ofDue Process
The Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights
(OHCHR) functions are to "promote universal enjoyment of all hmnan rights by giving
practical effect to the will and resolve of the world community as expressed by the
United Nations (OHCHR Web Site).

In 1997, OHCHR combined the Office of the

United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights and the Centre for Human Rights
into a single office. OHCHR is responsible for the Intemational Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights, which became international law in 1976. Article 9 of the International
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights states
[E]veryone has the right to liberty and security ... No one shall be subjected to
arbitrary atTest or detention . .. anyone arrested or detained on a criminal charge
shall be brought promptly before a judge ... and shall be entitled to trial within a
reasonable time or to release. It shall not be the general rule that persons awaiting
trial shall be detained in custody ... anyone who is deprived of his liberty by atTest
or detention shall be entitled to take proceedings before a comi ... Anyone who
has been the victim of unlawful an·est or detention shall have an enforceable 1ight
to compensation (1976).
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Nonetheless, Article 9 is not protected by the no-derogation clause. The no-derogation
clause in the Covenant allows govemments to "derogate from," or "reduce" some of the
provisions agreed to in cases of public emergency (Brown, 2000, p. 77). The "catch," per
se, of the no-derogation clause is that the government, in using the clause, can only in
"times of emergencies that threaten the life of the nation .. . [and] the national governments
[have] the burden of proof to demonstrate that such limitations are indeed justified by the
nature of the threats" (p.79). Obviously, September 11 , 2001 was a national emergency.
There is no denying the intensity of that tragic attack. The fact remains, though, that
boundaries need to be set in which the executive's actions are checked and either denied
or authorized through Congress, hence our fundamental system of checks and balances.
Another factor that should be taken into account is the vagueness of international law, in
general. Many core treaties on international human rights are contradictory because
globally, there is such a diverse assmiment of political systems (Brown, 2000).
In addition to the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, the United
Nations has also ratified the Universal Declaration of Human Rights in 1948 (Chomsky,
1999). The Universal Declaration of Human Rights promotes "universal respect for and
observance of human rights and fundamental freedoms" (id). Article 9, 10, and 11 of the
Declaration are similar in language to A1iicle 9 of the Covenant and promote the same
generalized ideas.
Therefore, as being a member of the United Nations, as well as, under the
mandates of OHCHR, the American government has denied detainees these rights under
both the UN's International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and Universal
Declaration of Human Rights, therefore violating international law and denying domestic
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ia the Due Process Clause of the Fifth Amendment of the United States

V

constitution.
The Due Process Clause states, "No person shall be compelled in any criminal
case to be a witness against himself, nor be deprived of life, liberty, or property, without
due process of law (U.S. Constitution).
In a case heard in 2001, Zadvydas v. Davis, 533 U.S. 687, the Supreme Court
held that "once an alien enters the country, the legal circumstance changes, for the Due
Process Clause applies to all 'persons' within the United States, including aliens, whether
their presence here is lawful, unlawful, temporary, or petmanent" (Dworkin, 2002,
p.278). In his ruling, however, Justice Breyer stated that the Court would not make a
ruling either way when those detained were so, for reasons of "national security" (id).
This implies that non-citizens are guaranteed rights in all situations, except those cases in
which the govemment alleges are for security reasons. This point is reiterated in Section
412 of the PATRIOT Act, which allows "the Attomey General shall take into custody
any alien who ... the Attorney General has reasonable grounds to believe that the alien is
engaged in any . .. activity that endangers the national security of the United States"
(2001). Therefore, foreign nationals are caught in a no-man's land of legal procedures.
Aliens can be afforded rights under U.S. constitutional law only if they are not a security
risk-technically, when is any one arrested not done so under a security risk?
At the US Conference of Mayors meeting on October 25,2001, Attorney General,
John Ashcroft stated:
Let the terrorists among us be warned: If you overstay your visa - even by one
day - we will arrest you. If you violate a local law, you will be put in jail and
kept in custody as long as possible. We will use every avai lable statute. We will
seek every prosecutorial advantage. We will use all our weapons within the law
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and under the Constitution to protect life and enhance security for Ametica
(2001).
The implications from this statement are en01mous. Playing on the vulnerability
ofthe time, the Attorney General made an emotional appeal many Americans fotmd hard
to resist. Section 412 of the PATRIOT Act additionally mandates the Attorney General
to submit reports to the House and Senate, every six months providing information about
detainees, including names, and locations (2001). However, in June of 2003, a federal
appeals court held that the U.S. government could withhold the names of detainees under
a law enforcement exemption of the Freedom of Information Act (Bohn, 2003). The
director of the Center for National Security Studies and lead attorney in this case, Kate
Mmtin stated her disapproval with the holding, "We are disappointed that for the first
time in U.S. history, a court has approved secret anests" (id).
In the three years since the attacks, many Americans are becoming aware of the
severity and real-life consequences of the PATRIOT Act.

Those who have minor

violations, such as stated above, could be arrested and secluded from family, friends, and
lawyers until the government has cleared them. Where are their rights? Many of those in
custody could be detained indefinitely, posing questions about when these violations will
cease to exist.
The Bush Administration has provided the public with the two explanations as to
the necessity of the detentions: one, to prevent suspected terrorists from fmther acts of
terror; and two, to gain intelligence through intenogation (Committee on Federal Comts,
2004). Both explanations are not without foundation. Nevertheless, the United States of
America was not established on the presumption that the law applies in some instances,
and not others. We credit ourselves as being a lead role in the preservation of human
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The tactics the Bush Administration is using can only be seen as inevitably

backfiring and ultimately discrediting our great nation.

Tile War Powers
The War powers given in Article II, Section 2, of the Constitution have become a
powerful tool in which the President is granted the title and assumes the power as
"Commander in Chief of the Army and Navy of the United States, and of the Militia of
the several states, when called into the actual service of the United States" (U.S.
Constitution). Article I, Section 8, of the Constitution further grants Congress the power
to "provide for the common Defense and general Welfare of the United States ... To
declare War, grant letters of Marque and Reprisal, and make Rules conceming Captures
on Land and Water; To raise and support Armies ... and To provide and maintain a Navy"
(id). Although there have been numerous instances in which Congress has not officially
declared war, the "war on tetTorism" can be added to this list. Since the War powers can
encompass such a wide definition, the Bush Administration has stretched its definition to
allow for the detainment of prisoners under the label of enemy combatant, which does not
afford these detainees with access to courts. The only cases to have challenged the War
powers of the President thus far are those of two men, Yaser Esam Hamdi and Jose
Padilla. (Refer to Hamdi v. Rumsfeld, 124 S. Ct. 2633, 159 L. Ed. 2d 578 (2004) and
Rumsfeld v. Padilla, 124 S.Ct. 2711, 159 L. Ed. 2d 513 (2004) for more information).
Closed Hearings
In a memo dated September 21 , 2001, Chief Immigration 1udge Michael Creppy

informed all immigration judges to close any fmiher immigration hearings as directed by
Attorney General Ashcroft (Creppy, 2001). Specifically, "the courtroom must be closed
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for these cases - no visitors, no family, and no press" (id). The Executive Director,
Anthony Romero, and Legislative Counsel, Timothy Edger, for the American Civil
Liberties Union, argue that although they accept that the government can close hearings
on a case-by-case basis, the cases against those detained after September 11 111 are
different because "they involve a blanket policy of closing all "special interest" hearings
without any judicial findings" (2003).

Plaintiffs in North Jersey Media Group v.

Ashcroft, 308 F.3d 198 (3rd Cir. 2002), contend that the closed hearings violate their First
Amendments rights, referring to Richmond Newspapers, Inc. v. Virginia, 448 U.S. 555
(1980).

This case held "that the First Amendment guarantees of speech and press,

standing alone, prohibit government from summarily closing courtroom doors which had
long been open to the public at the time the Amendment was adopted" (id). Although
there was no majority opinion in this case, the judges agreed that the right to public
access to criminal trials is embodied in the First Amendment and applied to the states
through the Foruteenth Amendment.
The holding in North Jersey Media Group v. Ashcroft, 308 F.3d 198 (3rd Cir.
2002), asserts that the government may continue with closed hearings in these "special
interest" cases. The catch is: the government alone can decide which case becomes a
"special interest" case ("Supreme Comt," 2003). In a brief for the respondents, Solicitor
General Theodore Olson, stated, "The decision of the court of appeals is correct, because
there is no First Amendment 1ight of public access to Executive Branch proceedings in
general or to removal proceedings involving special interest aliens in particular" (Amicus
Brief, 2002).
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In June of 2002, one month after North Jersey Media Group v. Ashcroft, the
United States Supreme Court issued a stay of a lower court order that prohibited the
Executive Office for Immigration Review from closing cases to the public in "special
interest" cases in accordance with the Creppy memo above, in Ashcroft v. Nm1h Jersey
Media Group, 536 U.S. 954 (2002). The U.S. district court held that the blanket closing
of hearings directed in the Creppy memo violated the First Amendment because it did not
give consideration to individual. This case is currently under appeal.
Restriction of access to counsel
The fact that those detained, were so secretly, automatically renders them void of
having a defense. Amnesty International, a non-governmental organization focused on
protecting human rights under the UN Universal Declaration of Human Rights, submitted
a report in March 2002 detailing individual accotmts of denial of access to attorneys after
September 11 111 , 2001. One detainee stated being denied phone communication with his
lawyer after being anested on an overstayed visa, whereas another man was detained for
two weeks before allowed to make his first call to an attorney. In their repm1, Amnesty
Intemational explains that under the UN Human Rights Committee, "all persons arrested
must have immediate access to counsel" (2002). However, in INS v. Lopez-Mendoza,
468 U.S. 1032 (1984), the Supreme Court held that depm1ation proceedings are civil
actions and the protections afforded defendants in the criminal context do not apply.
Therefore, arguments for violations of the Sixth Amendment, a person's right to
assistance of cotmsel and to confront witnesses against them becomes moot in the
framework of deportation proceedings. The United States' inconsistent comse of action
in dealing with the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, and other international
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mandates, is captured in Noam Chomsky's book, The Umbrella of US. Power: The

Universal Declaration ofHuman Rights and the Contradictions of US. Policy (1999).

Monitoring of attorney-client conversations
Just thirty days after the attacks on the World Trade Center and the Pentagon,
Attorney General Jolm Ashcroft issued an interim rule on October 31 , 2001 authorizing
the examination of attomey-client conversations (2001). The rule specifies that it will
only be enforced when the "Attorney General has cetiified that reasonable suspicion
exists [that] inmate communications [will] fmiher or facilitate acts of violence or
terrorism" (id). This rule amends the previous rule allowing for conversations between
attorney and inmate to be monitored only with judicial approval, by authorizing
monitoring without the approval of the judicial branch (Schulhofer, 2002). The amended
interim rule states that the inmate and attorney will be given notice of the monitoring, and
that "firewall" procedures such as a "privilege team," will be used to ensure a "careful
and conscientious balance" between inmates' rights and government's responsibilities
(Attorney General, October 31, 2001). The privilege team, as defined by the Attorney
General, " consists of individuals not involved in the underlying investigation [and
ensures] that the investigation is not compromised by exposure to privileged material
relating to the investigation or defense strategy" (id).
Nevertheless, the interim rule raises concerns about violations of the Sixth
Amendment of the Constitution. The Sixth Amendment reads:
In all criminal prosecutions, the accused shall enjoy the right to a speedy and
public trial, by an impartial jury of the State and district wherein the crime shall
have been comniltted, which district shall have been previously ascertained by
law, and to be infmmed of the nature and cause of the accusation ; to be
confronted with t he witnesses against him; to have compulsory process for
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obtaining witnesses in his favor, and to have the Assistance of counsel for his
defense.

The government claims that the design of the new rule guarantees inmates' Sixth
Amendment rights are "scrupulously protected" and offers the case of Weatherford v.
furrsey, 429 U.S. 545, 554 n.4 (1977) (Attorney General, October 31, 2001).

The

government holds the view that this case supports the argument that the presence of
person(s) monitoring conversations does not impair the defendant's Sixth Amendment
right to effective assistance of counsel (id). However, Kathleen Clark, a professor at the
Washington University School of Law, focuses on a different aspect of Weatherford v.
Bursey, ( 1977) decision (200 1). In writing for the Center for National Security Studies,
Professor Clark maintains that instead of supporting client's Sixth Amendment rights,
Weatherford v. Bursey, (1977), concludes that the "Sixth Amendment's assistance of
counsel guarantee can be meaningfully implemented only if a criminal defendant knows
that his communications with his attorney are private." She raises concerns that the
interim rule violates the Sixth Amendment for the mere fact that a prisoner would not
offer information or talk candidly with his attorney if he knew that the conversation was
being monitored (id).
Professor Clark also criticizes the legality of the procedures the government has
implemented concerning emitting no judicial approval for the examination of attorneyclient conversations. She references United States v. United States District Court, 407
U.S. 297, 317 (1972), in which the Supreme Court held that "those charged with the
investigative and prosecutorial duty should not be the sole judges of when to utilize
constitutionally sensitive means in pursuing their tasks" (Clark, 2001). On behalf of the
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govenunent, Attomey General Ashcroft relied on an emotional argument that there is an
"immediacy of danger to the public," which any hindrance may cause "tlu·eats to the
national security or risks of tenorism or violence through the ability of particular inmates

to communicate with other persons" (Attorney General, October 31 , 2001 ). The Attorney
General then proceeded to downplay the severity of this rule by stating that "these
measures are likely to affect only a small portion of the inmate population" (id). Is a
valid conclusion, therefore, that since it is only a "small" population, the American public
should not fret over this interim rule?

C. The Case of Guantanamo Bay
During the months following the September 11th terTOrist attacks, approximately
660 tenor suspects were captured and transported to the US Naval base located in
Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, also known as "Gitmo" ("First Guantanamo," 2004).

These

detentions signified an unparalleled occurrence. The United States and accompanying
countries helped deliver tenor suspects from over fmty different countries claiming those
captured had some connection with either al Qaeda or the Taliban (Mears, 2003).
Although there have been cases in which persons were detained before, such as during
World War II with detentions of Japanese-American citizens, the detentions at Gitmo
have proved unprecedented.
Detainees held at Guantanamo Bay have found themselves in a legal black hole of
quandaries and proceedings. These prisoners are not afforded the same rights as those in
U.S. criminal proceedings, such as due process of law, habeas corpus, or access to legal
counce], because the government claims this may compromise national security. The
Bush Administration also claims that Gitmo prisoners do not fall under international

.._
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Jaws, such as the Geneva Conventions, due to their classifications as "non-combatants,"
"enemy combatants," and " unlawful combatants." Additionally, although detainees are
in

u.s.

rrulitary custody, they are not granted legal status because of the issue of

jurisdiction: Guantanamo Bay is located in the sovereign country of Cuba. The Bush
Administration's claim of legal uncertainty surrounding Gitmo detainees has ensured
indefinite detentions and led to violations of human rights, including reports of physical
and psychological torture ("U.S. revises," 2004; & "Detainees alleges," 2005).
However slow, progress is being made for detainees at Guantanamo Bay Naval
Base. There have been various court rulings providing detainees a chance to challenge
their status at Guantanamo, as well as, the release of approximately 150 detainees
(Childs, 2004). Nevertheless, the road has been filled with legal obstacles and many still
lie in the way for the remaining prisoners of Guantanamo Bay.
Denial of criminal and international laws
The law is an amazingly complex structure, which makes it an almost unbearable
task to decipher.

Since the judicial system of the United States is founded on

constitutional law, legal decisions are constantly in a process of revision. The Bush
Administration has taken advantage of what it sees as shortcomings of a constitutional
democracy proposing that the war of tenorism has led to a new form of legal processing
which allows for indefinite detentions, denial of criminal and international laws, and nonliability for the executive.
Beginning from a criminal perspective of the law, Guantanamo detainees are not
afforded the due process guarantees of the Fifth Amendment or the Sixth Amendment's
assurance of assistance of counsel (See Denial of Due Process). Additionally, detainees
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are denied access to federal courts, or the right to habeas corpus (Committee on Federal
Courts, 2004). The writ of habeas corpus is "the fundamental procedural remedy to
obtain a hearing to test the legality of a detention" (p.21 ). If detained by the executive,
the detainee then bas the right to challenge the legality of the detention by petitioning a
writ of habeas corpus in federal court for an independent review of that detention
(Lawyers Committee for Human Rights, 2003). Habeas Corpus cannot be "suspended
unless when in cases of rebellion or invasion the public safety may require it, and even
then only when Congress acts to do so" (p.50). The Bush Administration unilaterally
sidestepped constitutional law of its self-pronounced ideal democracy in an effort to guise
the American public of any wrongfully captured pri soners. Quintessentially, the Bush
Administration has allowed for indefinite detentions. However, progress is being made
for detainees, although the journey to fairness and freedom is long and winding.
In June 2004, the Supreme Court ruled in Rasul v. Bush, 124 S. Ct. 2686, 159 L.
Ed. 2d 548 (2004) detainees at Guantanamo were pe1mitted to challenge charges against
them in U.S. federal court ("Judge: Stop," 2004).

This was a direct blow to the

government's assertion that Gitmo prisoners could be held indefinitely and without
formal charges by presidential authority.

The ruling does not conclude the guilt or

innocence of the prisoner, only allows him to file a habeas corpus petition in federal
courts ("Tenor suspects," 2004). Since this ruling, almost 70 detainees have filed habeas
corpus petitions challenging charges of tetTorism and like accusations (id).
In November 2004, Judge James Robetison granted a wtit of habeas corpus to
Salim Ahmed Hamdan, fotmer driver for Osama Bin Laden, captured in Afghanistan in
2001 ("Judge: Stop," 2004; & Bravin, 2005). The case, Hamdan v. Rumsfeld, Civil
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Action No. 04-1519 (JR), 344 F. Supp. 2d 152 (2004), challenged two issues: first, a
detainee's right to petition for habeas corpus; and second: the lawfulness of military
commissions established by the President after September 11 , 200 1 to "determine guilt or
innocence of prisoners" ("Judge: Stop," 2004). Judge Robertson held that
Because Hamdan has not been determined by a competent tribunal to be an
offender triable under the Jaw of war, 10 U.S.C. Sec. 821, and because in any
event the procedures established for the Military Commission by the President's
orders are 'contrary to or inconsistent' with those applicable to courts-martial, 10
U.S.C. Sec. 836, Hamdan's petition [for habeas corpus] will be granted" (id).

Judge Robertson also found that detainees at Gitmo could be afforded prisoner of war
protections under the Third Geneva Convention ("Judge: Stop," 2004). Robertson further
ruled that the govemment should have held individual heatings (referring specifically to
Article 5 of the Third Geneva Convention), at the time of capture (id) to determine each
captive's status.

The Bush Administration, instead, extended the label of "enemy

combatant" to all captives, which does not afford POW protections, or protection under
international law.
Judge Robettson's ruling referred to Article 5 of the Third Geneva Convention
(1949), which states that every individual taken into custody is permitted a "competent
tribunal" for the detetmination of their status. If the individual is found not to fulfill the
requirements of prisoner of war status under Article 4 of the Third Geneva Convention,
he then becomes "a ' protected person' within the meaning of At1ic1e 4 [of the Fowth
Geneva Convention]" (Lawyers Committee for Human Rights, 2003, p. l 07, ft. note 395).
Prisoners of war are defined in Article 4 of the Third Geneva Convention ( 1949)
as persons who have involuntarily fallen under the authority of the enemy and belong to
one of the following categories:
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(I) Members of the armed forces of a Party to the conflict, as well as members of

militias or volunteer corps fonning part of such armed forces.
(2) Members of other militias and members of other volunteer corps, including
those of organized resistance movements, belonging to a Party to the conflict
and operating in or outside their own tenitory, even if this tenitory is
occupied, provided that such militias or volunteer corps, including such
organized resistance movements, fulfil the following conditions:
a. That of being commanded by a person responsible for his subordinates
b. That of having a fixed distinctive sign recognizable at a distance
c. That of carrying arms openly
d. That of conducting their operations in accordance with the laws and
customs of war.
(Article 4 lists additional categories, however, for the purposes of this research those
categories listed above will suffice).
The history of intemational law was founded on the four Geneva Conventions,
each established to protect a specific element of human rights during times of global
conflicts: the First Geneva Convention regulates "sick and wounded soldiers"; the
Second Geneva Convention regulates "sick and wounded sailors"; the Third Geneva
Convention regulates "prisoners of war"; and the Fourth Geneva Convention regulates
"civilians" (Malanczuk, 1997, p.344).

Lawyers advocating rights for Guantanamo

detainees have concentrated on the Third and Fourih Geneva Conventions stating, "one is
either a prisoner of war and, as such covered by the Third Convention, [or] a civilian
covered by the Fourth Convention. There is no intermediate status; nobody in enemy
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hands can be outside the law" (Lawyers Committee for Human Rights, 2003, p.50).

Judge Robertson's ruling is in agreement with lawyers for the detainees on this issue.
Nevertheless, in a setback for detainees, Federal District Court Judge Richard J.
Leon for the District of Colwnbia ruled on January 19, 2005 that the "Courts could not
evaluate the lawfulness of the actions of a president who detained 'nonresident aliens,
outside of the U.S., during a time of armed conflicts" (Lewis, 2005). In his ruling, Judge
Leon made a distinction between the right to file for habeas corpus and the right to obtain
one. However, two weeks later on January 31, District Judge Joyce Hens Green's ruled
unconstitutional the "combatant status review tribunals" established under direct orders
from the President of the United States, (Childs, 2004). These tribunals, canied out by
the Department of Defense, were found unconstitutional because they "denied prisoners
access to evidence against them and to legal assistance in making their cases," rights
guaranteed under the Fifth and Sixth Amendments (Bravin, 2005).
The combatant status review tribunals were established in an effort to evaluate
prisoners' classifications at Guantanamo as either combatants- afforded ptisoner of war
protections under international law, or non-combatants-afforded minimal protections
under both federal and international law. Both combatant status review ttibunals and
military commissions are conducted outside the court system; both are authorized and
carried out by the Pentagon ("Guantanamo camp," 2005). Eugene Fidell, an attorney
specializing in military law, called the process of the tribunals "a disaster" ("Most U.S.
terror," 2004). He further contended, "The due process has been illusory" (id). Out of
the 510 hearings completed, only two men have been freed (id). Green's ruling covers
over 60 different lawsuits being consolidated (id), while Leon's covers a smaller number
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of 54 (Lewis, 2005).

In her 1uling, Judge Green stated her opinion that,

"Nothing ... authorizes the president of the United States to rule by fiat that an entire
group of fighters covered by the Third Geneva Convention falls outside [the] definitions
of prisoners-of-war... Of Course, it would be far easier for the government to prosecute
the war on terrorism if it could imprison all suspected 'enemy combatants' at
Guantanamo Bay without having to acknowledge and respect any constitutional rights of
detainees. That, however, is not the relevant legal test" (Bravin, 2005).
The conflict now proceeds to higher cowis.

This leaves the status of

approximately 550 prisoners still detained at Guantanamo Bay almost four years after the
attacks undetermined (Ralston, 2005).

Torture at Gitmo
The United States has always prided itself as being a global leader in the area of
human rights. However recent events, such as the torturing of prisoners at Abu Ghraib
prison, have exposed the U.S. as a participant in the degradation of hwnan rights.
Nevertheless, the media attention given to Abu Ghraib thrust the public into a domain of
awareness. A relationship was formed between the reports of the Abu Ghraib prison
scandal and reports of the treatment of Guantanamo Bay detainees ("Report: Detainees,"
2005). The mass public was lead to focus on the definition of torture and how it applied
to detainees from both the war in Iraq and the "war on terrorism," or Guantanamo Bay
detainees. This focus pressured the government to redefine torture in late December of
2004 ("U.S. revises," 2004).

The new document omitted two key statements: "that

President Bush, as commander in chief in watiime, had authority superseding U.S. antitorture laws and that U.S. personnel had several legal defenses against criminal li ability
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in such cases" (id). The new document contends torture includes physical suffeting,
"even if it does not involve severe physical pain," and mental suffering, even if it does
not last for months or years (id). Although this is a huge step forward in gaining rights
for Guantanamo Bay detainees, many repmted incidents of torture have gone
uninvestigated and unpunished.
Omar Deghayes, a 35-year-old inmate at Guantanamo, reported losing sight in
one eye after being pepper sprayed in both eyes and scratched in one eye by prisoner
guards (personal communication, February 18, 2005). Murat Kumaz, a 22-year-old
irunate at Guantanarno, reported he had "his bead forced under water, was tortured with
electric shocks and was sexually humiliated by female intetTogators" ("Detainees

j

alleges," 2005). These two examples are minor in comparison to the mental suffering
most detainees at Guantanamo Bay Naval Base are put through. Not only are prisoners
forced into a legal black hole where the anxiety alone is overwhelming, but also the
interrogation measures employed by military staff are exhausting. Hopefully, the revised
definition of torture will bring an end to the unnecessary suffering of Guantanamo Bay
detainees.

Issue ofjurisdiction
The US Naval Station, Guantanamo Bay, Cuba was first obtained by U.S.
Marines at the time of the Spanish-American War in 1898 ("Guantanarno Bay," 2002).
In 1903, Cuba leased the 45-square-mile territory to the U.S. In 1934, both countries

signed a treaty allowing tennination of the 1903 lease only by consent of both the United
States and Cuban governments (id; & Gill, 2003).

Along with court battles over

fundan1ental rights tmder federal and international laws, detainees at Guantanamo have
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faced another issue concerning jurisdiction: Is the 45-square-mile territory under the
authority of the United States or Cuban government?
In December 2003, the U.S. Court of Appeals San Francisco ruled in Gherebi v.
United States, No. CV-03-01267 (9th Cir. Dec. 18, 2003), U.S. courts did have
jurisdiction over detentions at Guantanamo Bay and could hear challenges from prisoners
held there (Gill, 2003). This decision is in conflict with an earlier decision reached in
March 2003. The case Odah v. United States, 321 F.ed 1134 (2003) sided with the
government declaring, "That because the Guantanamo detainees have never been within
'sovereign' U.S. territory, the federal courts have no jurisdiction to rule on the legality of
their detention (Gill, 2003). Although the case is under appeal, supporters are overjoyed
at the progress. Deborah Pearlstein, director of the U.S. Law and Security Program at
Human Rights First asserts, "The Gherebi coutt has made it clear to the Executive that it
cannot simply create a legal vacuum where people picked up in Afghanistan and around
the world are warehoused off-shore indefinitely, without any rights" (id).
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PART III:
Conclusion: The Future of the
USA PATRIOT Act & American Citizens

"They believed liberty to be the secret of happiness and courage to be the secret of
liberty. Those who won our independence by revolution were not cowards. They did
not fear political c/umge. They did not exalt order at the cost of Liberty."
--Justice Brandeis (Whitney v. California, 274 U.S. 357 (1927)

The Uniting and Strengthening Ametica by Providing Appropriate Tools
Required to Intercept and Obstruct Terrorism Act came into the lives of Americans under
the captivating name, the USA PATRIOT Act (2001). The Act was passed during a time
of vulnerability. Americans wanted to feel safer and needed to feel more secure. Now,
three years after the legislation passed in Congress, are Americans safer and more
secure? There is no doubt that the USA PATRIOT Act contains provisions needed to
counteract terrorism. There is also no doubt, though, that the Act additionally contains
provisions which are intrusive to civil liberties. With certain provisions of the Act set to
expire at the end of2005, Americans need to take a more active role in ensuring the USA
PATRIOT Act becomes "American-friendly."
Lawmakers begin holding hearings in April 2005 discussing the renewal of
controversial provisions, such as wiretapping and surveillance under Sections 201, 202,
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' 215 ' and 507 of the PATRIOT Act ("Attorney general," 200S·' & 2001). If these

.
Provisions are renewed, they will become permanent legislation. Both leg1slators
and
NGOs have come together in an effmt to assure non-renewal of the most mtrusive
.
provisions ("Attorney general," 2005).

Among legislators , Senator Larry Craig,

Republican for Idaho, and Dick Durbin, Democrat for Illinois, proposed 1egislation
. . aimed
at limiting parts of the PATRIOT Act they believed too extreme (id) · Additionally,
..
a
coalition of several NGOs -- Patriots to Restore Checks and Balances -- plan to lobby
Congress ("Conservatives," 2005).
Among the most controversial of the PATRIOT Act prov·lSlOns
.
. the "J"b
IS
1 rary
records provision," or Section 215 (Redman, 2005; & 2001). Section 2 15 amends FISA
by allowing "the director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. ··[to] make an
application for an order requiring the production of any tangible things ("mcludmg
. books,
records, papers, documents, and other items) for an investigation to protect against
international terrorism or clandestine intelligence activities" (Pub.L. No. 107 -56, 115
Stat. 272 at p. 25). Newly appointed Attomey General Alberto Gonza1es told Congress
the "provision has been used 35 times, but never to obtain library ' b00kstore, medical or
gun sale records" ("Attorney general," 2005).

Nevertheless ' fiIVe states and 375

communities in 43 states passed anti-PATRIOT Act motions' showmgd·
·
lsapproval over
the legislation (id). "And, just because the Patriot Act hasn't been abused yet doesn't
mean it won't be by government officials in the future," maintams
· Grover Norquist,
president of Americans for Tax Refonn and member of the Patriots to Restore Checks
and Balances coalition ("Conservatives," 2005). Norquist also gives an example of how
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the Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations Act (RICO) was used against prolife demonstrators years after it originally passed as a way to curb organized crime (id).
In addition to securing non-renewal of key provisions of the USA PATRIOT Act,
Americans need to become aware of any fmther constitutional rights denied to citizens as
well as international law denied to non-citizens by the PATRIOT ACT. The United
States has always prided itself as being a leader in both civil and international human
rights. However, the implementation of the USA PATRIOT Act has led many to cast
doubt on government motives. The Bush Administration has placed national security
measures above the freedoms entitled to both citizens and non-citizens, creating a
government which is run unilaterally. The Framers established a government on the
premise of separation of powers and checks and balances.

In one sweeping move,

however, the Bush Administration has damaged the core principles this country was
founded upon. The fact that both American governmental law and international Jaw have
been denied to both citizens, such as Yaser Hamdi, and non-citizens, such as Guantanamo
Bay detainees should alett many Americans to the potential dangers of this Act. The
consequences of our government's violation could lead to monumental problems in the
future. If the American government is denying these fundamental rights to citizens of
other countries, what would happen if our citizens or military personal were treated in
this manner in another country?

Although progress is being made, the Bush

Administration needs to commit further to international human right doctrines, such as
the Third Geneva Convention, giving captives of the "war on terrorism" protections of a
prisoner of war.
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Another area of concern for Americans should be safety in their own country.
The PATRIOT Act has shifted the concentration of the government away from domestic
issues towards the "war on terrorism" (Frieden, 2004). A report analyzing the Federal
Bureau of Investigation found priority was given to post-September 11 issues; therefore,
limiting "the FBI's ability to combat drug trafficking, white collar crime and violent
crime" (id). Referring specifically to cases involving violent fugitives, a total of 11 , 617
fewer cases were opened in 2003 than in 2000 (id). In giving the FBI more authoritative
power, the PATRIOT Act places additional workload pressures on other agencies, such
as local police. Instead of placing additional work on other agencies, the government
should centralize one agency to manage and conduct counterterrorism efforts in an
efficient manner.
The USA PATRIOT Act allowed the government to expand its powers in the
name of national security, limiting both civil and intemationallibetties. Three years after
the terrorist attacks on our country, Americans need to take action to ensure civillibett ies
are restored and international law is implemented. The democracy in which Americans
live has come under attack fi·om both within and without. It is Americans' choice to
retaliate.
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AFTERWORD
One of the concerns of this research was the possibility of denial of American
citizen's civil libet1ies under the guise of national security. This concern was made a
reality in the case ofYaser Esam Hamdi.
Mr. Hamdi was born in Baton Rouge, Louisiana. Shortly thereafter, he moved
with his family to Saudi Arabia, where his family was originally from (Hirschkom &
Robertson, 2004).

In December 2001, Hamdi was captured by the United States in

Afghanistan allegedly for fighting alongside the Taliban ("Afghanistan battle," 2004).
He was detained at Guantanamo bay Naval base in Cuba until the govenunent
determined he was a U.S . citizen (Hirschkom & Robertson, 2004). He was then taken in
April 2002 to a Navy btig in Norfolk, Virginia, and later transferred to Charleston, North
Carolina in August 2003 (id).
Labeled an "enemy combatant," Hamdi was never formally charged and was held
m solitary confinement the majority of the time detained.

He was also denied his

constitutional right to have an attomey as well as due process under the Fifth
Amendment. "I didn't know what was going on- really I didn 't know anything. I was
just a big question mark, and I didn't know any answers to any questions," Hamdi
responded to reporters' questions after his release (id).
Yaser Hamdi was released officially in October 2004. Under conditions of his
release, Hamdi was to relinquish his U.S. citizenship, never journey to Afghanistan, Iraq,
Israel, Pakistan, Syria, the West Bank or Gaza, and infotm officials any intent to leave
Saudi Arabia for a span of 15 years (id). Frank Dunham, Hamdi's lawyer, explained,
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"When you've been in solitary confinement for three years and somebody puts a piece of
paper in front of you that says you can get out of jail free if you sign it, you don't really
wony too much about the rest of the fine print" (id).
Hamdi's message to the American people: "take the situation of other detainees in
other confmements more seriously and to release the people that have no charges against
them" (id.) (For more information, please see Hamdi v. Rumsfeld, 124 S. Ct. 2633, 159
L. Ed. 2d 578 (2004).)
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